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shall draw apart by himself " x. Harborne was supported
by others who urged that the Levant Company should trade
' as in the time of their former patent' with ' one joint capital system
stock'2. The question whether these views prevailed is
obscure. It is possible that the new Company started on a
joint-stock basis, though it is clear from the correspondence
of John Sanderson that as early as 1595 its members traded
as individuals and employed factors3. The Company
levied loans and dues at Aleppo and Constantinople upon
the goods of ' every trader into the parts of Turkey ', but
some of the factors, ' wilful and unbridled young heads',
were ' loth ' to pay the exactions, saying " that they had no
order from their masters ". Sanderson, who was treasurer
of the Company as well as a factor, complained of their
recalcitrance and pressed the Company to act " in such
effectual manner that these your factors make no contra-
diction " 4. Other evidence would suggest that the Company
founded in 1592 was not altogether on a regulated basis.
The Venetian Ambassador in Constantinople wrote home in
1600 : " It seems that they [sc. the Levant Company] do
not pay a dividend owing to the small profits they make on
their business " 5. A reference in the Privy Council's records
to one Rose ' late factor to the Company of Turkey
merchants' at Aleppo is ambiguous, but it need not mean
that he was the factor of a member of the Company rather
than of the Company itself6. On the last day of 1600
the Company received a new charter on condition of an
annual payment of four thousand pounds as a composition
for all charges on currants and oils, * customs and subsidies
therefor due only excepted'7: but the burden proved too
heavy and it relinquished its privileges at the accession of
James I. To make good the loss of revenue the Crown
1 Harborne's memorandum (printed in Transactions of the Royal
Historical Society, 4th ser. v. 25-27) disproves the view of Anderson, The
Origin of Commerce (ed. 1764), i. 441 : " This general Turkey Company
has, from the beginning, been only what is called a regulated company ".
z State Papers Domestic, 1591-1594, pp. 83, 89, 170.
 *	The Travels of John Sanderson in the Levant (ed, Foster), 143 (see also
p. 146).    Staper, one of the governors of the Company, had a factor at
Aleppo in 1599 :   Hist. MSS. Comm. Salisbury, ix. 386.    There is also a
reference to individual trading in 1596 in ibid. vi. 187.
 *	The Travels of John Sanderson in the Levant (ed. Foster), 178, 181, 189,
194, 196, 200 (1598-1600).
5 State Papers Venetian, 1592-1603, p. 395.
*	Acts of the Privy Council, x.<59Q-i6oo. t>. ts

